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      2. Reduction and Emergence in Science: Philosophical Models of Reduction Patricia Palacios patricia.palacios@sbg.ac.at Department of Philosophy Universität Salzburg July 20, 2021 SUMMER SCHOOL ON MATHEMATICAL PHILOSOPHY FOR FEMALE STUDENTS 1 / 46 Contents 1 Introduction 2 The Nagelian model of reduction 3 Critiques to the Nagelian model of reduction 4 Nickles and the two Models of Intertheoretic Reduction 5 Discussion 2 / 46 As a philosopher who looks at this world of ours, with us in it, I indeed despair of any ultimate reduction. But as a methodologist this does not lead me to an antire- ductionist research program. (K. Popper 1974) 3 / 46 Contents 1 Introduction 2 The Nagelian model of reduction 3 Critiques to the Nagelian model of reduction 4 Nickles and the two Models of Intertheoretic Reduction 5 Discussion 4 / 46 The Concept of Reduction ‘Reducere’ → in Latin means to “bring back”. In philosophy, the “reduction of x to y” can express that: • y is in a sense prior to x • y more fundamental than x • x can be explained only in terms of y • x is nothing more than y 5 / 46 Some caveats about reduction 1 Reduction is per se ontologically neutral. • Materialism (or physicalism): Everything reduces to the fundamental material entities (e.g. Democritus, Laplace, many scientists) • Phenomenal idealism: Everything reduces to mind and ideas (e.g. Berkeley, Fichte) • Phenomenological reductionism: Any empirical statement, or proposition, can be expressed in a single language, a language that employs observational concepts only. (e.g. Carnap, maybe Mach) 2 Claims about reduction can have different status: • Ontological reduction • Epistemic reduction • Conceptual reduction 3 The notion of “scientific reduction” is not based on a purely a priori basis • ‘Scientific reduction’ applies to reductionist claims supposedly justified by scientific evidence and the success of science. 6 / 46 The goals of the philosophical models of scientific reduction • To describe the logical structure of [scientific reductions], [to explain to what extent] they differ from other sorts of scientific explanation, [to explain] what is achieved by reductions, and under what conditions they are feasible. (In Nagel 1970). • It is the task of the philosophers of science to give a rational reconstruction of the essential features of reduction. (Kemeny and Oppenheim 1956) 7 / 46 Contents 1 Introduction 2 The Nagelian model of reduction 3 Critiques to the Nagelian model of reduction 4 Nickles and the two Models of Intertheoretic Reduction 5 Discussion 8 / 46 (Strict) Nagelian Reduction General features: • Reduction is a relation between two theories, the reducing theory Tb and the reduced theory Tt . • The relation is one of explanation, where explanation is to be understood as logical deduction (inspired by the DN-model from Hempel) • Tb and Tt are assumed to be formalized in first-order logic. • It is a purely epistemological issue with no necessary ontological commitment. 9 / 46 Conditions for successful reduction • Derivability: The laws of Tt can be derived from the laws of Tb plus auxiliary assumptions. • Connectability: For every theoretical term in Tt , there will be a theoretical term in Tb that corresponds to it. 10 / 46 Homogeneous vs. Inhomogeneous reduction • Homogeneous reduction: Tt contains no terms absent in Tb • Heterogeneous reduction: Tt contains terms that are not present in Tb . In this case, the terms should be connected by bridge laws or rules of correspondance, which are interpreted as conventions or factual statements depending on the context. 11 / 46 The Nagelian model of reduction Premise 1: Laws of the fundamental theory Tb Premise 2: Auxiliary Assumptions Premise 3: Bridge Laws (in heterogeneous) ——————————————————————— Laws of the secondary theory Tt 12 / 46 The Nagelian model of reduction: general structure Tb & Auxiliary Assumptions Tt Bridge Laws 13 / 46 “Among the most frequently cited illustrations of such relatively complete inhomogenous reductions are the explanation of thermal laws by the kinetic theory of matter, the reduction of physical optics to electromagnetic theory, and the explanation (at least in principle) of chemical laws in terms of quantum theory. On the other hand, while some processes occurring in living organisms can now be understood in terms of physicochemical theory, the reducibility of all biological laws in a similar manner is still a much disputed question.” (Nagel 1970, p. 364) 14 / 46 Diachronic Reduction vs Synchronic Reduction • Diachronic reduction: Describes the relation between successive theories, i.e., relations alleged to hold between pairs of theories such as Newtonian mechanics and relativity theory. • Synchronic reduction: Describes the relation between pairs of theories which have the same (or largely overlapping) domains of application and which are simultaneously valid to various extents. 15 / 46 Homogeneous Reduction Example: The alleged reduction of Gallileo’s law of freely falling bodies to Newton’s laws: • F = G mM (Tb : Newtonian Law of gravitational force) r2 • r = const. • The sole acting force is gravity • F = mg, where g =df GM/r2 (also a constant) ———————————————– • ma = mg → a=g (Tt : Gallilean Law of Motion of falling bodies) * Since the terms occurring in these laws (e.g., distance, time, and acceleration) are also found in the Newtonian theory, this reduction is said to be homogeneous. Homework: Explain the derivation of Kepler’s laws from Newton’s Laws. 16 / 46 Inhomogeneous reduction Example: The explanation of thermal laws by the kinetic theory of matter. • p = F/A (Tb : Newtonian physics) • Boundary conditions: All particles in the gas are kinetically-interacting and perfectly elastic point particles; the space is isotropic. • Intermediate conclusion: pV = 2n 3 < Ek > 2n • Bridge law: T = 3k < Ek > • pV = kT (Tt Boyle-Charles Law) 17 / 46 The Generalised Nagel-Schaffner Model Schaffner suggested a revised version of the Nagelian model that is now called the Nagel-Schaffner model (Dizadji-Bahmani et al. 2010): Tb reduces Tt iff there is a corrected version Tt∗ of Tt such that, 1 Tt∗ is derivable from Tb given that the terms of Tt∗ are associated via bridge laws with terms of Tb , and that 2 the relation between Tt∗ and Tt is one of, at least, strong analogy (sometimes also ‘approximate equality’, ‘close agreement’, or ‘good approximation’). 18 / 46 The Generalised Nagel-Schaffner Model Tb & Boundary Conditions Tt∗ Bridge laws Strong Analogy Tt 19 / 46 Which problems do you see in the Nagelian model? 20 / 46 Contents 1 Introduction 2 The Nagelian model of reduction 3 Critiques to the Nagelian model of reduction 4 Nickles and the two Models of Intertheoretic Reduction 5 Discussion 21 / 46 Inconsistency between the reduced and the reducing laws Issue: The “reduced laws” are not strictly contained in the reducing laws, because they are to some extent inconsistent. For instance, Newton’s law, the acceleration changes, whereas in Galileo’s law it does not. Rather than a reduction, there is a replacement of the old theory by the new one. (e.g. Feyerabend 1962) 22 / 46 Inconsistency between the reduced and the reducing laws Issue: The “reduced laws” are not strictly contained in the reducing laws, because they are to some extent inconsistent. For instance, Newton’s law, the acceleration changes, whereas in Galileo’s law it does not. Rather than a reduction, there is a replacement of the old theory by the new one. (e.g. Feyerabend 1962) Nagel’s reply: the reduced laws are either derivable from the explanatory premises, or are good approximations to the laws derivable from the latter. (1970, p. 362) 22 / 46 Incommensurability between the terms of the reduced and reducing theory Issue: The meaning of the terms depends strictly on the theory in which they appear. The meaning of the concepts in two different theories are incommensurable with each other. “the meanings of all descriptive terms of the two theories, primitive as well as defined terms, will be different.” ( Feyerabend 1962) What happens . . . when transition is made from a theory Tt to a wider theory Tb (which, we shall assume, is capable of cover- ing all the phenomena that have been covered by Tt is something much more radical than incorporation of the unchanged theory Tt (unchanged, that is, with respect to the meanings of its main de- scriptive terms as well as to the meanings of the terms of its ob- servation language) into the context of Tb . What does happen is, rather, a complete replacement of the ontology (and perhaps even of the formalism) of Tt by the ontology (and the formalism) of Tb and a corresponding change of the meanings of the descriptive elements of the formalism of Tt (provided these elements and this formalism are still used). [Feyerabend 1962, pp 28-29.] 23 / 46 Incommensurability between the terms of the reduced and reducing theory Nagel’s reply: (1970) • While the [terms in the two theories] are not always equivalent, often they not radically disparate in content or meaning. (1970, p. 363) • If the thesis of incommensurability is true, it is not clear under which criteria should we choose one theory upon another. (This leads to a skeptical relativism) • There are also terms whose meanings seem to be invariant in a number of different theories: e.g., the term “electric charge” 24 / 46 The status of the correspondence rules Issue: The status of the correspondence rules required for inhomogeneous reduction is not clear, are they conceptual or factual? 25 / 46 The status of the correspondence rules Issue: The status of the correspondence rules required for inhomogeneous reduction is not clear, are they conceptual or factual? Nagel’s reply: The correspondence rules formulate empirical hypotheses, hypotheses which state certain relations of dependence between things mentioned in the reduced and reducing theories. [...] Bridge laws are available in various forms, some of them are: • The bridge laws concerning the extensions of the predicates mentioned in these correspondence rules. Example: Temperature to mean kinetic energy of the molecules in a gas. • The bridge laws that establish analogous identifications between classes of individuals or “entities”. Example: light waves to electromagnetic waves, water molecule=H2 O 25 / 46 Multiple Realization Thesis MR Thesis: There is a wide variety of heterogeneous lower level (physical) states that can realize the “upper level” (psychological) properties. Example: For every x, x is jade iff x is jadeite oder x is nephrite. According to Fodor (1974), this disallow the very possibility of bridge laws, because one cannot express the coextensivity of a natural kind of the higher level theory with a a natural kind of the lower level theory. 26 / 46 How could Nagel reply to Fodor’s critique? 27 / 46 Contents 1 Introduction 2 The Nagelian model of reduction 3 Critiques to the Nagelian model of reduction 4 Nickles and the two Models of Intertheoretic Reduction 5 Discussion 28 / 46 I reject the widespread view that reductions of scientific theories are all of one basic type. Nickles 1973 29 / 46 Two kinds of intertheoretic reductions (Nickles 1973) Reduction1 : • Domain combining or synchronic reductions (e.g. Reduction of thermodynamics to statistical mechanics, physical optics to electromagnetic theory). • It is obtained by logical deduction as described by Nagel. • The purpose of this reduction is the achievement of postulational and ontological economy. Reduction1 amounts to the explanation of one theory by another. • These kinds of reductions will be generally heterogeneous. Reduction2 : • Domain preserving or diachronic reductions (e.g. Reduction of Newton’s laws to Galileo’s laws, Reduction of Relativity Theory to Newtonian Mechanics). • Successors are said to reduce to their predecessors (not vice versa) under limiting operations and other appropriate transformations. • The great importance of reduction2 lies in its heuristic and justificatory roles in science. • These kinds of reductions will be generally homogeneous. 30 / 46 Reduction1 : Nagelian reduction Tb &BL → Tt Given BL, good reasons for believing Tb are good reasons for believing Tt 31 / 46 “Once [reduction1 ] is accomplished, we no longer need to believe that Tt mentions special entities or processes not mentioned by Tb ” Nickles, 187 32 / 46 General structure of Reduction2 Oi (T1 ) → T2 “...signifying that by performing [the set of operations] Oi on theory T1 , we get T2 .” (Nickles 1973, 197) 33 / 46 Example 1: Momentum mo v p= √ (Sucessor theory) 1−(v/c)2 Reduces2 to p = m0 v (Predecessor theory) in the limit v/c → 0 34 / 46 Example 2: The case of Gallileo’s laws (reconsidered) ma = G mM r2 (Sucessor theory) Reduces2 to a = g[const.] (Predecessor theory) by an approximation r ≈ R, where g =df GM/R2 35 / 46 More Features of Reduction2 (according to Nickles) • There is no consolidation of both theories: One theory generally replaces the other. • It does not involve the explanation of a theory by another (not all reductions are explanations!) • Reductions2 are not ontological reductions, they have a justificatory and heuristic role. • In reduction2 , the two theories to be compared do not need be logically compatible. • It is not too sensitive to meaning change. • These kinds of reductions will tend to be domain-preserving (homogeneous) 36 / 46 Taking the limit of a constant vs. taking the limit of a variable Consider the following cases: • STR reduces2 to CM in the limit v → 0 • QM reduces2 to CM in the limit ~ → 0 ~ σx σp ≥ 2 σx σp → 0 as ~ → 0 In one case, one takes the limit of a variable whereas in the other, one takes the limit of a constant. Strictly speaking, taking of the limit of a constant if mathematically illegitimate. What justifies us in taking the limit of a constant? 37 / 46 Some informal criteria for reduction2 • The predecessor theory should be successful. • The reductive operation should make physical sense 38 / 46 
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